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Travelling can have a serious impact on your body, 

eating habits and sleep routine. Especially with 

long haul flights! This week, we are taking a look 

at how to keep your body and nutrition in check 

when flying across the world. 

 

Sleep Routine: 

For a lot of people, sleeping on planes is incredibly 

difficult to do. Our first tip, is to consider the 

timezone you are going to be entering. If you 

leaving over night, and are entering at mid Day or 

after we highly suggest sleeping on the plane. This 

will allow you to come into a new timezone, be 

rested enough to tackle the afternoon, before 

attempting to sleep at a normal hour. Going to bed 

on the first night at a reasonable hour is one of the 

best ways to make sure you get your body well 

adjusted to a new timezone. If the flight lands in 

the evening, we recommend staying up on the 

flight, (or second flight if it is across the globe), 

even if it is a long haul transition. Staying up will 

mean that when you do arrive, you will be tired 

enough to fall asleep straight away and adjust to 

the new timezone quickly. 

 

Some of the best things to do for sleep on an 

aeroplane are below; 

 

1) Get a neck pillow. Save your vertebrae and rest 

your head on these gems 

 

2) Take your shoes off and wear compression socks. 

This will keep your blood flowing and help reduce 

inflammation and puffiness when you get off the 

plan. 

 

 



3)  Bring am empty bottle with you. Bring an empty water bottle with you and fill it up after you go 

through security. Keeping hydrated is very important on aeroplanes, and from experience air 

hostesses don’t just hand out bottles of water for free. And constant needs for cups of water drive 

them up the wall! 

 

4) Eye masks and headphones. Block out light, block out noise. Simple techniques used to make 

sleep less disrupted. 

 

5) Sleep with the seat belt on and over the blanket. This is the best way to make sure air hostesses 

don’t wake you up during turbulence to put the belt on. 

 

6) Put the “No Food” sticker up. If you are trying to routinse yourself before landing, and you know 

food isn’t supposed to be within a certain time frame. Sleep straight through it and pop the sticker 

on your chair so the hostesses don’t wake you up. 

 

7) Take your contact lenses out, hydrate your skin with moisturiser and smack some lip balm on. Do

all these things before shutting your eyes so you don’t wake up dehydrated with peeling and dry 

skin. The effects of aeroplane on the skin can last a few days after landing. Stay hydrated. 

 

8) When you wake up, MOVE! If you have women up, getting moving. Aeroplanes cause 

inflammation and blood pooling. Get rid of it ASAP by moving around the cabin and doing a few 

squats in the space by the bathroom. Who cares what you look like, you’ll never see the people on 

this plane again! 
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Eating on planes is a love hate relationship. Again, we like to think of it in creating routine for 

WHERE you are about to land, not where you are leaving. Consider the above sleep routine and fit 

food around it. For example, don’t eat 3 meals on the plane in the middle of the night when you 

should be asleep. Imagine getting to your destination at 7am and then eating another days worth of

meals. You will have consistently been eating over a 24 hour period. Your body will be confused and

struggle to digest everything. Not to mention, the increase in calorie intake and inactivity can also

lead to caloric surplus. Which is not ideal if you are wanting to maintain or lose weight whilst away

 

If you are tracking macros – we recommend three alternatives. The first, is to eat prior to travel if it

is an evening flight. The second, is to bring appropriate snacks with you, the third is to intermittent

fast. 

 

Eating prior to travel means you have hit your macros for the day and will not need to consume 

anything else until your arrive at your destination. This will also allow for proper digestion and 

establishment of a good routine when you land.   

 

If you are tracking seriously, aeroplane food can be almost impossible to track. You are almost 

always unaware of what food will be on board, and there is an excessive use of fats and sodium used

in these meals. Our palettes change under cabin pressure changes, so food technologists have 

adapted meals with extra items to try and compensate for the above. We recommend taking on 

board fruit, nuts, Greek yoghurt, homemade protein balls and protein bars with you. If you fly in the

morning, prepare your own snacks with you. When you land at your destination, you can use your 

left over macros for meal times.   

 

Intermittent fasting is a great way to reduce jet lag and help establish good routine when you land 

at your destination. Our next post goes into IF in detail – so read on to find out the benefits of IF and

how it can help with travel and readjustment to timezones! 

 

 


